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Another Kind of Madness
Women with Attention Deficit Disorder, psychotherapist Sari Solden's,
groundbreaking book, explains how every year, millions of withdrawn little girls
and chronically overwhelmed women go undiagnosed with Attention Deficit
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Disorder because they don't fit the stereotypical profile: they're not fast-talking,
hyperactive, or inattentive, and they are not male. This pioneering book explores
treatment and counseling options, and uses real-life case histories to examine the
special challenges women with AD/HD face, such as the shame of not fulfilling
societal expectations. Solden explains that AD/HD affects just as many women as
men, and often results in depression, disorganization, anxiety, and
underachievement. Included in this revised edition is a brand new chapter on
friendship challenges for women with AD/HD. Three empowering steps -restructuring one's life, renegotiating relationships, and redefining self-image -help women take control of their lives and enjoy success on their own terms. "Sari
Solden has used her personal and professional experience to shine some light into
the dark closet inhabited by far too many ADD women She empowers ADD women
by validating their experience as worthwhile human beings who struggle with
serious organizational problems in many areas of their lives." (Kate Kelly and
Peggy Ramundo, authors of You Mean I'm Not Lazy, Stupid, or Crazy")

Baklava for President
Blake Taylor's mother first suspected he had ADHD when he, at only three years of
age, tried to push his infant sister in her carrier off the kitchen table. As time went
by, Blake developed a reputation for being hyperactive and impulsive. He launched
rockets (accidentally) into neighbor's swimming pools and set off alarms in
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museums. Blake was diagnosed formally with ADHD when he was five years old. In
ADHD and Me, he tells about the next twelve years as he learns to live with both
the good and bad sides of life with ADHD.

Overcoming Me
Growing up Hippie is a personal memoir of a young girl named Anastasia who was
born and raised during the early hippie era. Packed full of fascinating and unusual
childhood events, her story very candidly portrays the unconventional and
controversial lifestyle of the early hippie culture. Anastasia gives a voice to a
generation who are the offspring from the first wave of hippies. A tell-all story of
what life was like being a hippie kid. From living in communes to experiencing the
spiritual New Age, her story will captivate you. Aside from personal experiences,
this book sheds light on the hippie culture itself. Based on her own interpretation,
Anastasia weaves a colorful narration of her take on hippie life and the foundation
of the hippie culture.

Raising Will
Shares the author's personal experiences with anxiety, describing its painful
coherence and absurdities while sharing the stories of other sufferers to illustrate
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anxiety's intellectual history and influence.

Witness to an Extreme Century
Chasing Kites is unflinching look at growing up with ADHD at a time in which there
was little to no awareness. If you want to know and feel what someone with ADHD
goes through, there is not a better way to understand than Chasing Kites. Tom
Nardone shares his personal stories in the most honest and genuine fashion. Some
of which are hysterically funny, while others are quite moving and touching.
Through these stories, Tom connects with his readers by actually explaining what
was going through his mind, and/or his thought process at the time which they
occurred. Tom, for more than half of his life, was not accepted by the majority of
his peers.He did not fit into any of society's norms. This was evident in the fact he
was bullied and picked on daily for his first 10 years of school, and the fact he was
fired from more jobs than he can recount. Chasing Kites is not an ADHD manual. It
is a true story that spans from kindergarten through high school and well into
adulthood. It's a story of victory and defeat. It's a story of love and hate. Chasing
Kites is the story of Tom Nardone going from being a troubled young boy to being
a hero to so many others like him. "Tom writes with passion, sincerity, and
honesty. I was moved to tears." Rick Green of "TotallyADD(c)" "There are a handful
of people in the ADHD universe who can successfully combine biting humor with
heart-wrenching truth to yield provocative prose that entertain while enlightening.
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Tom Nardone is one of the few." Alan Brown of "ADDCrusher(c)" and
"CrusherTV(c)" "I have never read anything so vulnerable, so honest, so inspiring
or funny. I highly recommend it." Laurie Dupar of "The International ADHD Coach
Training Center(c)" "Gripping and compelling! I did not put it down until the end."
Jennie Friedman of the "See in ADHD(c)" Podcast Tom Nardone is widely known in
the ADHD community from his writing, interaction, and most notably "The Tom
Nardone Show" which can be heard on iTunes(c) and iHeartRadio(c). Tom is an
unapologetic fresh voice in the ADHD community, and is respected and loved for
the entertaining attitude he takes toward his own ADHD. While for a long time it
has been Tom Nardone's primary purpose to entertain his audience, this book is
something very different. Tom loves ADHD people. It is primarily for them and their
family and friends for whom he wrote Chasing Kites however, anyone who reads
this will get something from it.

On Edge
Here's the Deal
Boredom and boredom avoidance drive the behaviours of inattention, impulsivity,
and hyperactivity – the diagnostic criteria of ADHD. This is the first ADHD resource
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to thoroughly explore the connection between the two. Full of innovative
approaches, the book introduces a wide range of strategies for professionals
working in clinical, educational and therapeutic settings to help those with ADHD
beat boredom and engage with tasks and goals they want or need to achieve.
Approaches specifically designed for toddlers, children, teenagers and adults are
included, which can then be incorporated into schoolwork, jobs, relationships and
everyday life. This practical resource will provide professionals who diagnose,
treat, coach, and teach those with ADHD or those who suffer from frequent or
pervasive boredom, with the tools to alleviate boredom in order to improve both
concentration and mood.

Buzz
Rare edition with unique illustrations and elegant classic cream paper. According to
Wikipedia: "Giacomo Girolamo Casanova de Seingalt (1725-1798) was a Venteitian
adveturers and author. His main book Histoire de ma vie (History of My Life), part
autobiography and part memoir, is regarded as one of the most authentic sources
of the customs and norms of European social life during the 18th century. So
famous a womanizer was the Italian-born libertine Giacomo Casanova that, a full
two centuries after his death, his name remains synonymous with the art of
seduction. But for the years he spent in the employ of Count Waldstein of Bohemia
as a librarian, Casanova, "the world's greatest lover" at one time the company of
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European royalty, popes and cardinals, and man known to the likes of Voltaire,
Goethe and Mozart would have been consigned to obscurity." Includes unique
illustrations.

One Boy's Struggle
Raising Will is a heartfelt, humbling memoir written by a Texan-turned-Minnesotan
mother and child psychologist. Her heart breaks for Will when he is repeatedly
banned from Fun Friday in first grade shortly after he is diagnosed with ADHD. The
family zigzags through an obstacle course of therapy, medication side effects,
tutoring, and sleepless nights, while shining a light on Will's inherent
strength--blues guitar. Readers will surely recognize themselves in this story and
find solace, laughter, and hope as they celebrate the surprising blessings ADHD
can bring.

The Other Side of Me - Memoir of a Bipolar Mind
On a fateful day in the spring of 1954 Robert Jay Lifton, a young American
psychiatrist just discharged from service in the Korean War, decided to stay in
Hong Kong rather than return home—changing his life plans entirely—so that he
could continue work that had enthralled him, interviewing people subjected to
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Chinese thought reform. He had plunged into uncharted territory in probing the far
reaches of the human psyche, as he would repeatedly in the years ahead, and his
Hong Kong research provided the first understanding of the insidious process that
came to be known as brainwashing. From that day in Hong Kong forward, Lifton
has probed into some of the darkest episodes of human history, bearing his unique
form of psychological witness to the sources and consequences of collective
violence and trauma, as well as to our astonishing capacity for resilience. In this
long-awaited memoir, Lifton charts the adventurous and constantly surprising
course of his fascinating life journey, a journey that took him from what a friend of
his called a “Jewish Huck Finn childhood” in Brooklyn to friendships with many of
the most influential intellectuals, writers, and artists of our time—from Erik Erikson,
David Riesman, and Margaret Mead, to Howard Zinn and Kurt Vonnegut, Stanley
Kunitz, Kenzaburo Oe, and Norman Mailer. In his remarkable study of Hiroshima
survivors, he explored the human consequences of nuclear weapons, and then
went on to uncover dangerous forms of attraction to their power in the spiritual
disease he calls nuclearism. During riveting face-to-face interviews with Nazi
doctors, he illuminated the reversal of healing and killing in ordinary physicians
who had been socialized to Nazi evil. With Vietnam veterans he helped create
unprecedented “rap groups” in which much was revealed about what we now call
post-traumatic stress disorder, helping veterans draw upon their experience for
valuable, even prophetic, insights about atrocity and war. As a pioneer in
psychohistory, Lifton’s encounters with the consequences of cruelty and
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destructiveness led him to become a passionate social activist, lending a powerful
voice of conscience to the suppressed truths of the Vietnam War and the dangers
of nuclear weapons. Written with the warmth of spirit—along with the humor and
sense of absurdity—that have made Lifton a beloved friend and teacher to so
many, Witness to an Extreme Century is a moving and deeply thought-provoking
story of one man’s extraordinary commitment to looking into the abyss of evil in
order to help us move beyond it.

The Memoirs of Jacques Casanova de Seingalt 1725-1798
Volume 4 Adventures in the South
A memoir by the comedian and host of "Deal or No Deal" reveals his ongoing
struggle with OCD and ADHD and how they have shaped his life and career,
cataloging his fears and neuroses and sharing stories about how he has tried to
integrate them into his act.

Women with Attention Deficit Disorder
High Price is the harrowing and inspiring memoir of neuroscientist Carl Hart, a man
who grew up in one of Miami’s toughest neighborhoods and, determined to make a
difference as an adult, tirelessly applies his scientific training to help save real
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lives. Young Carl didn't see the value of school, studying just enough to keep him
on the basketball team. Today, he is a cutting-edge neuroscientist—Columbia
University’s first tenured African American professor in the sciences—whose
landmark, controversial research is redefining our understanding of addiction. In
this provocative and eye-opening memoir, Dr. Carl Hart recalls his journey of selfdiscovery, how he escaped a life of crime and drugs and avoided becoming one of
the crack addicts he now studies. Interweaving past and present, Hart goes beyond
the hype as he examines the relationship between drugs and pleasure, choice, and
motivation, both in the brain and in society. His findings shed new light on common
ideas about race, poverty, and drugs, and explain why current policies are failing.

Memoirs of an ADHD Mind
Everyone has heard of Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, ADHD, but most do
not know very much about what it is really like to suffer from the debilitating,
destructive condition. Conflictive reports in the media and even from healthcare
practitioners leave parents of ADHD children and ADHD individuals confused, afraid
and unsure of what to do. In this unique book, Dr. Kuendig takes the reader on a
journey through the life of an individual with ADHD- himself- and shares his
understanding of the peaks and valleys of the disorder both from the viewpoint of
a clinical psychologist and an afflicted person. Before parents and caregivers
assume that living with ADHD is not really all that difficult, they should make
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reading this book their number one priority!

Moving
"They say I'm wired bad, or wired sad, but there's no doubt about it -- I'm wired."
Joey Pigza's got heart, he's got a mom who loves him, and he's got "dud meds,"
which is what he calls the Ritalin pills that are supposed to even out his wild mood
swings. Sometimes Joey makes bad choices. He learns the hard way that he
shouldn't stick his finger in the pencil sharpener, or swallow his house key, or run
with scissors. Joey ends up bouncing around a lot - and eventually he bounces
himself all the way downown, into the district special-ed program, which could be
the end of the line. As Joey knows, if he keeps making bad choices, he could just
fall between the cracks for good. But he is determined not to let that happen. In
this antic yet poignant new novel, Jack Gantos has perfect pitch in capturing the
humor, the off-the-wall intensity, and the serious challenges that life presents to a
kid dealing with hyper-activity and related disorders. This title has Common Core
connections. Joey Pigza Swallowed the Key is a 1998 National Book Award Finalist
for Young People's Literature.

How to Murder Your Life
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He was famous for telling stories. He could always make the story interesting. He
had a way of seeing the best or funniest of every situation. He wrote down over
180 of his best stories in his last few years for all his family and friends. You will
laugh, and relate to the stories of childhood, school years, and growing up during
the depression. From his northern New Jersey, small town home he shares what it
was like growing up in the 20's and 30's. From logging to working with horses, the
stories provide a great view of the life style from that time period.

High Price
From the New York Times bestselling author and former beauty editor Cat Marnell,
a “vivid, maddening, heartbreaking, very funny, chaotic” (The New York Times)
memoir of prescription drug addiction and self-sabotage, set in the glamorous
world of fashion magazines and downtown nightclubs. At twenty-six, Cat Marnell
was an associate beauty editor at Lucky, one of the top fashion magazines in
America—and that’s all most people knew about her. But she hid a secret life. She
was a prescription drug addict. She was also a “doctor shopper” who manipulated
Upper East Side psychiatrists for pills, pills, and more pills; a lonely bulimic who
spent hundreds of dollars a week on binge foods; a promiscuous party girl who
danced barefoot on banquets; a weepy and hallucination-prone insomniac who
would take anything—anything—to sleep. This is a tale of self-loathing, selfsabotage, and yes, self-tanner. It begins at a posh New England prep school—and
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with a prescription for the Attention Deficit Disorder medication Ritalin. It continues
to New York, where we follow Marnell’s amphetamine-fueled rise from intern to
editor through the beauty departments of NYLON, Teen Vogue, Glamour, and
Lucky. We see her fight between ambition and addiction and how, inevitably, her
disease threatens everything she worked so hard to achieve. From the Condé Nast
building to seedy nightclubs, from doctors’ offices and mental hospitals, Marnell
“treads a knife edge between glamorizing her own despair and rendering it with
savage honesty.…with the skill of a pulp novelist” (The New York Times Book
Review) what it is like to live in the wild, chaotic, often sinister world of a young
female addict who can’t say no. Combining “all the intoxicating intrigue of a thriller
and yet all the sobering pathos of a gifted writer’s true-life journey to recover her
former health, happiness, ambitions, and identity” (Harper’s Bazaar), How to
Murder Your Life is mesmerizing, revelatory, and necessary.

Joey Pigza Swallowed the Key
Social mobility--the chance, through education, to achieve greater success
compared to one's parents--is one of the most compelling issues of our time. In
Moving, renowned professor, government adviser, and global change agent Andy
Hargreaves shares candid, poignant and occasionally hilarious personal
experiences of social mobility. Deeply revealing, emotionally direct, and
intellectually insightful, the book begins in 1950s Northwest England and takes
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readers up to Hargreaves's university education in the late 1960s and early 1970s.
Hargreaves openly shares how class movement has affected him throughout life,
links his narrative to classic and contemporary research and realities, and calls on
society to reverse the increasing levels of social immobility and inequity worldwide.
Use this resource to inspire your work in increasing learning for every student:
Learn, through the author's research and firsthand account, how issues
surrounding mobility, equity, and education in the 20th century are still reflected in
21st-century life. Understand the obstacles of socially mobile students as they
negotiate schoolwork, poverty, cultural collisions, and personal hardship. Witness
how Hargreaves's experiences of testing, selection, ADHD, inspiring and
uninspiring teaching, whole-child inclusion, and elitist exclusion are still alive and
well in education today. Study three alternative scenarios for the future of social
mobility that highlight the best ways to address both mobility and equity and to
deal with the strains experienced by students who succeed in becoming mobile.
Contents: Preface and Acknowledgments Table of Contents About the Author
Chapter 1: Move On Up Chapter 2: No One Likes Us; We Don't Care Chapter 3: How
the Light Gets Chapter 4: End of Eden Chapter 5: Worlds Apart Chapter 6: Higher
Loves Chapter 7: The Full Monty Chapter 8: The Bigger Picture Index Endnotes

Adhd
Like many women with attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), journalist
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and popular blogger Zoë Kessler was diagnosed late in life—well into adulthood, in
fact. But instead of seeing this label as a burden to bear, Kessler decided to use it
to gain a better understanding of herself, and to connect with others through her
writing. In this unique and engaging memoir, Kessler shares her own stories of
living with ADHD in a way that is relatable, but never predictable. Inside, she
describes how her impulsive behavior has affected her love life; how being
disorganized once stood in the way of landing a job; and how inattentiveness has
caused certain challenges in her relationships. Kessler also offers key coping skills
based on her experience; skills that you can use to focus your energy, become
more organized, and boost your self-esteem while tapping into creativity and
humor. Kessler’s story illustrates how being diagnosed with ADHD late into
adulthood can be bewildering, but it also shows what a great opportunity it can be
to take stock of your life and make real, lasting changes. Whether you share her
diagnosis of ADHD, or just like a good story, ADHD According to Zoë will inspire
you and encourage you to embrace your quirks. For more information about
Kessler and her work, please visit www.zoekessler.com

Growing Up Hippie
God loves us and has a plan for us. Every human being is a part in that plan. There
is opposition in all things, and overcoming trials is one of the most important
lessons we can learn. It took me a long time to figure this out and I am grateful for
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what I have learned. But those lessons did not come without a price. In this little
book, I will humbly share some of what I have learned.

The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time
An account of living with anxiety, coupled with reportage on the science of anxiety
disorders.

Fifth Child
“A mesmeric combination of vivid, keen, obsessive precision and raw, urgent
energy.” --Zoe Williams, Guardian “Thrilling and harrowing . . . Unsurpassed and
unsurpassable.” --Sunday Times James Rhodes's passion for music has been his
lifeline--the thread that has held through a life encompassing abuse and turmoil.
But whether listening to Rachmaninov on a loop as a traumatized teenager or
discovering a Bach adagio while in a hospital ward, he survived his demons by
encounters with musical miracles. These--along with a chance encounter with a
stranger--inspired him to become the renowned concert pianist he is today.
Instrumental is a memoir like no other: unapologetically candid, boldly outspoken,
and surprisingly funny--shot through with a mordant wit, even in its darkest
moments. A feature film adaptation of Rhodes's incredible story is now in
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development from Monumental Pictures and BBC Films, following a competitive
bidding war involving major U.S. and U.K. companies. An impassioned tribute to
the therapeutic powers of music, Instrumental also weaves in fascinating facts
about how classical music actually works and about the extraordinary lives of some
of the great composers. It explains why and how music has the potential to
transform all of our lives.

ADHD According to Zoë
Time passes, memories fade and growth and progress slowly erase the markers of
our past. From cigar factories to small family-owned businesses, from education to
recreation, Palmetto Beach has always been filled with a wealth of camaraderie,
culture and industry. The Palmetto Beach Memoirs is a compilation of memories,
recollections, and anecdotes of those who called it their home and those who made
their living there.

Our House Is on Fire
"Families are riddled with untold secrets. But Stephen Hinshaw would have never
thought that in his family a profound secret had been kept under lock and key for
18 years. From the moment his father revealed his long history with mental illness
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and involuntary hospitalizations, Hinshaw knew his life would be changed forever.
Hinshaw calls his father's reveal "psychological birth"--after years of experiencing
the ups and downs of his father's illness without knowing it existed, watching him
disappear for weeks at a time only to return as the loving father he had always
known, everything he experienced as a child began to make sense. He learned as
much as possible about his father's illness, and what began as an exploration into
his father's past and mental health turned into a full-fledged career as a clinical
psychologist. In Another Kind of Madness, Hinshaw explores the burden of living in
a family "loaded" with mental illness and debunks the "stigma" behind it,
explaining that in today's society, mental health problems can result in a loss of a
driver's license, inability to vote or run for office, ineligibility for jury service, or
automatic relinquishment of child custody. With a moving personal narrative and
shocking facts about how America views mental health conditions in the 21st
century, Another Kind of Madness is a passionate call to arms regarding the
importance of destigmatizing mental illness"--

Monkey Mind
A bestselling modern classic—both poignant and funny—about a boy with autism
who sets out to solve the murder of a neighbor's dog and discovers unexpected
truths about himself and the world. Nominated as one of America’s best-loved
novels by PBS’s The Great American Read Christopher John Francis Boone knows
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all the countries of the world and their capitals and every prime number up to
7,057. He relates well to animals but has no understanding of human emotions. He
cannot stand to be touched. And he detests the color yellow. This improbable story
of Christopher's quest to investigate the suspicious death of a neighborhood dog
makes for one of the most captivating, unusual, and widely heralded novels in
recent years.

Mind Race
“A success story . . . proof that one can rise above the disease and defy its socalled limitations on the brain.”—Daily Beast Despite winning the Pulitzer Prize for
Poetry in 2008, Philip Schultz could never shake the feeling of being exiled to the
"dummy class" in school, where he was largely ignored by his teachers and peers
and not expected to succeed. Not until many years later, when his oldest son was
diagnosed with dyslexia, did Schultz realize that he suffered from the same
condition. In his moving memoir, Schultz traces his difficult childhood and his new
understanding of his early years. In doing so, he shows how a boy who did not
learn to read until he was eleven went on to become a prize-winning poet by sheer
force of determination. His balancing act—life as a member of a family with not
one but two dyslexics, countered by his intellectual and creative successes as a
writer—reveals an inspiring story of the strengths of the human mind.
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Chasing Kites
A comprehensive summary of what lies within these pages could not be brought to
be. I fear toying with expectations will muddy what one may read. For If there was
a summary for beauty I’d have no content.

Instrumental
A mother and son navigate ADHD together: “A story of love and persistence . . .
Buzz will teach, charm, and bolster you.” —Edward Hallowell, MD, author of Driven
to Distraction We’ve all heard the stories of self-sacrificing mothers bravely
tending to their challenging children. Katherine Ellison offers a different kind of
tale. Shortly after Ellison, a Pulitzer Prize-winning investigative reporter, and her
high-spirited twelve-year-old son, Buzz, were both diagnosed with attention
deficit/hyperactivity disorder, she found herself making such a hash of parenting
that the two of them faced three alternatives: he’d go to boarding school; she’d go
AWOL; or they’d make it their full-time job to work out their problems together.
They chose option number three and proceeded into the confusing world of the
modern mental health industry—and she recounts the story, along with some
helpful insights, in this “funny, well-written memoir” (Booklist). “Combining a
mother’s ferocious love with an investigative journalist’s curiosity and rigor,
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Katherine Ellison holds a magnifying glass up to her young son, her family history,
and perhaps most of all, to herself . . . a powerful story—raw, brave, honest, smart,
and ultimately redemptive.” —Dani Shapiro, New York Times-bestselling author of
Inheritance “Absorbing, sharply observed.” —Kirkus Reviews

Memoirs of a God
In his 20 year affiliation with Jim Henson's Muppets Joseph A. Bailey was a staff
writer on both Sesame Street and The Muppet Show. He also co-wrote the
television specials Big Bird in China, Christmas Eve on Sesame Street and Rocky
Mountain Holiday, starring John Denver and the Muppets on location in Aspen,
Colorado. Additionally, Mr. Bailey wrote Sesame Street song lyrics, albums, five
90-minute Sesame Street Live! musicals, Muppet Business Meeting Films and
special material for Big Bird's appearances in the White House and Carnegie Hall.
The Muppet Show guest stars he wrote for include George Burns, Bob Hope, Steve
Martin, Rudolf Nureyev, John Cleese, Milton Berle and Peter Sellers. For his writing,
Mr. Bailey has garnered 5 Emmys, 3 Emmy nominations, a Writers Guild of America
Award and a George Foster Peabody Award. Mr. Bailey lives in Manhattan with his
wife, Gail. He indulges in occasional long-distance motorcycle trips and claims to
speak French and play piano to the equal amusement of others.
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Oh Charlie
An attractive, highly successful Beverly Hills entertainment lawyer, Terri Cheney
had been battling debilitating bipolar disorder for the better part of her life—and
concealing a pharmacy’s worth of prescription drugs meant to stabilize her moods
and make her "normal." In explosive bursts of prose that mirror the devastating
mania and extreme despair of her illness, Cheney describes her roller-coaster
existence with shocking honesty, giving brilliant voice to the previously
unarticulated madness she endured. Brave, electrifying, poignant, and disturbing,
Manic does not simply explain bipolar disorder—it takes us into its grasp and does
not let go.

Beating Boredom as the Secret to Managing ADHD
The life of a person with bipolar disorder can be tumultuous. Imagine living in a
world divided into many parts: one is fast-paced, frantic, energetic--you are at the
top of your game and feeling invincible; another is so bleak and dark that even the
simple task of going to the store requires Herculean effort. Now imagine a third:
going about your daily routing when another manifestation, the mixed state,
combines these symptoms simultaneously. This is just a glimpse into the world of a
person with bipolar disorder Many people diagnosed with this disorder are
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adolescents: young people who often feel isolated, unsure of who to talk to, or
where to turn for help or answers. Having been diagnosed with the disorder at age
fifteen, Patrick Jamieson knows firsthand the highs and lows and bring his
experiences to bear in Mind Race: A Firsthand Account of One Teenager's
Experience with Bipolar Disorder, the first in the Annenberg Mental Health Initiative
series written specifically for teenagers and young adults. Mind Race is a firstperson account, aimed at teens who have recently been diagnosed with bipolar
disorder, informative in a compassionate, good-humored, yet authoritative
manner. Jamieson discusses his own challenges and triumphs, and offers advice on
dealing with developing symptoms such as how to recognize the beginning of a
mood shift. In accessible language, he presents the latest in scientific research on
the disorder, treatment options, and how to cope with side effects of different
medications. He includes a detailed F.A.Q. that answers the questions a newly
diagnosed adolescent is likely to have, and also offers suggestions on how to
communicate with friends and family about the bipolar experience. With Mind
Race, Jamieson offers hope to teens and young adults living with bipolar disorder,
helping them to navigate and overcome their challenges so they can lead a full
and rewarding life.

My Dyslexia
Who was madman, why did I get married three times - to the same woman, and
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what did I learn about life from monks? From my humble childhood in suburban
New Jersey to my current, humble life in North Carolina, this is my story. It's a story
of family and friends and sadness and laughter.

Raised on Ritalin
HARDCOVER - colour edition (alternate cover) In this unforgettable memoir, firsttime author Julie Kraft takes readers on an intimate journey through her struggles
and triumphs with bipolar disorder. No stone is left unturned. In baring her
skeletons and soul, Julie offers a rare glimpse into a world that affects millions but
is often misrepresented, feared, or hidden. It is Julie's greatest hope that in sharing
her story she will open minds, shatter stigma, and offer hope to those walking a
similar path.

Madman, Marriage and Monks
Excerpts from Baklava for President: "The first clue that a meal was unsavory was
our father's claim he was presenting us with a delicacy." "Maybe priests were just
as bad at math as Jesus." "Frankly, Homeland Security would be wise to contact
our yiayias for a diplomacy consult." "Once the egg cracking contest began, we
were no longer family-we were soldiers on a battlefield trying to vanquish our
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adversaries." "When I die, I want to go to Heaven savoring that last, rich, salty bite
of spanakopita on my lips." For K. D. Papandreou, growing up in a Greek-American
family was a topsy-turvy experience. While breakfast cereal and morning cartoons
were allowed on Saturdays, Sundays were always church daze. And trips to
Grandma's house were fun because there was always plenty of spanakopita and
honey candies. Still they knew, once they crossed that threshold, that American
rules and customs no longer applied. That meant no Oreos, pizza, or TV. It also
meant trying to avoid eating tripe stew on the holidays. Luckily, the tooth fairy was
a regular visitor, so they had pocket change to spend on gum, chocolate, and other
essentials. K. D. has decided to call Baklava for President a memoir so there's no
finger pointing about her childhood recollections. And she's taken the liberty of
cleverly altering everyone's names so she won't have to go into the Witness
Protection Program after her family reads this. But she knows there is one thing
they all agree about: food is love and, if something is good, more is better.

Memoirs of a Muppets Writer
"A must-read ecological message of hope . . . Everyone with an interest in the
future of this planet should read this book." --David Mitchell, The Guardian When
climate activist Greta Thunberg was eleven, her parents Malena and Svante, and
her little sister Beata, were facing a crisis in their own home. Greta had stopped
eating and speaking, and her mother and father had reconfigured their lives to
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care for her. Desperate and searching for answers, her parents discovered what
was at the heart of Greta’s distress: her imperiled future on a rapidly heating
planet. Steered by Greta’s determination to understand the truth and generate
change, they began to see the deep connections between their own suffering and
the planet’s. Written by a remarkable family and told through the voice of an
iconoclastic mother, Our House Is on Fire is the story of how they fought their
problems at home by taking global action. And it is the story of how Greta decided
to go on strike from school, igniting a worldwide rebellion.

Educated
As an educator and mother of a child with ADHD, I have gained a lot of medical
information about this condition. Bryan s book however, helped me understand my
daughter s disorder in a new, insightful way. I never considered her point of view
before, with concern to ADHD, and how it must be affecting her. Bryan coming
forward like this and bravely revealing his struggles with ADD has benefited me
and my family beyond measure. Thank you, Bryan - Jennifer Williams, an ADHD
mother with BA in Early Childhood Education."

The Palmetto Beach Memoirs
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This book aims to help those who deal with others’ misunderstanding of
ADD/ADHD. It teaches students, educators, parents, and loved ones how they can
help others learn more about ADD’s/ADHD’s pitfalls, its hidden strengths, and the
tremendous rejection it can cause for those with the disorder.

Forbidden Family
Born the youngest of five children to married parents in 1956, four month old Doris
Michol Sippel is relinquished to pre-adoptive parents by her father following her
mother's death. She becomes Joan Mary Wheeler through a private (non-agency)
closed adoption. Joan grows up an only child in a modest suburban home with
loving parents, private schools, and a large extended family. In her senior year of
high school, Joan answers a phone call that changes her perception of family: she
is found by siblings she was never supposed to know. Shocked, Joan realizes that
her parents knew the secret yet deliberately lied to her. Joan's life becomes a mix
of anxiety, confusion, joy, grief and anger. She juggles two sets of real parents and
families while attending college. She joins adoptees' support groups and begins
writing about adoptees' rights in local newspapers at age 19, despite disapproval
of many members of her two families. Criticism turns to mocking, false
accusations, hate mail and phone calls, and death threats as Joan tries to make
sense of her life. Terrorized for decades, Joan is driven to the brink of suicide. She
climbs out, only to be dragged down repeatedly by abusive relatives from both
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families who invade her life. When her marriage deteriorates, she leaves her
husband and lives in poverty with their two children. She earns a second college
degree, begins a career path then succumbs to stress-induced illnesses. Through it
all, one central question drives her: Why does discrimination against bastards,
orphans, and the adopted exist? Joan asserts, "We, The People, can and must end
discrimination against adoptees by insisting on Federal legislation to override State
laws to restore adoptees' civil and human rights to the non-restricted and nonredacted certified truth of our births (a right we had prior to 1930 nationwide, and
prior to 1936 in New York), and to end the 85-year-long practice of creating
amended - falsified - birth certificates for each new adoptee in America."

Taking Charge of Adult ADHD
How beautifully we imagine our lives are going to turn out when we're young and
innocent. The excitement of what's to come is boundless and we can't wait to get
older so it can come about. But then life happens and though some of us get the
life we expected, many of us don't. What happened? What went wrong? "Should I
saver her?" asked Brady, her precious four-year-old son. "No one can save her,
sweetheart," I answered. "Only she can save herself." My daughter, who thought
she'd be spared from her drug addiction because she gave birth to a child and
would devote her life to him, was back on drugs. A riveting story of one family's
unspeakable tragedy and triumphant path to recovery.
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Adhd and Me
#1 NEW YORK TIMES, WALL STREET JOURNAL, AND BOSTON GLOBE BESTSELLER •
One of the most acclaimed books of our time: an unforgettable memoir about a
young woman who, kept out of school, leaves her survivalist family and goes on to
earn a PhD from Cambridge University “An amazing story, and truly inspiring. It’s
even better than you’ve heard.”—Bill Gates NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS
OF THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW • ONE OF PRESIDENT
BARACK OBAMA’S FAVORITE BOOKS OF THE YEAR • BILL GATES’S HOLIDAY
READING LIST • FINALIST: National Book Critics Circle’s Award In Autobiography
and John Leonard Prize For Best First Book • PEN/Jean Stein Book Award • Los
Angeles Times Book Prize Born to survivalists in the mountains of Idaho, Tara
Westover was seventeen the first time she set foot in a classroom. Her family was
so isolated from mainstream society that there was no one to ensure the children
received an education, and no one to intervene when one of Tara’s older brothers
became violent. When another brother got himself into college, Tara decided to try
a new kind of life. Her quest for knowledge transformed her, taking her over
oceans and across continents, to Harvard and to Cambridge University. Only then
would she wonder if she’d traveled too far, if there was still a way home. “Beautiful
and propulsive . . . Despite the singularity of [Westover’s] childhood, the questions
her book poses are universal: How much of ourselves should we give to those we
love? And how much must we betray them to grow up?”—Vogue NAMED ONE OF
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THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Washington Post • O: The Oprah Magazine
• Time • NPR • Good Morning America • San Francisco Chronicle • The Guardian •
The Economist • Financial Times • Newsday • New York Post • theSkimm •
Refinery29 • Bloomberg • Self • Real Simple • Town & Country • Bustle • Paste •
Publishers Weekly • Library Journal • LibraryReads • BookRiot • Pamela Paul, KQED
• New York Public Library

Manic
For adults with ADHD, problems with attention, planning, problem solving, and
controlling emotions can make daily life an uphill battle. Fortunately, effective help
is out there. No one is a better guide to how to get the best care—and what
sufferers can do for themselves—than renowned ADHD researcher/clinician Russell
A. Barkley. Dr. Barkley provides step-by-step strategies for managing symptoms
and reducing their harmful impact. Readers get hands-on self-assessment tools
and skills-building exercises, plus clear answers to frequently asked questions
about medications and other treatments. Specific techniques are presented for
overcoming challenges in critical areas where people with the disorder often
struggle—work, finances, relationships, and more. Finally, an authoritative onestop resource for adults with ADHD who are ready to take back their lives. See also
Dr. Barkley's bestselling resource on childhood ADHD, Taking Charge of ADHD,
Third Edition: The Complete, Authoritative Guide for Parents.
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